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Abstract

Blind signature is the concept to ensure anonymity of e-coins. Untracebility and unlinkability are two main
properties of real coins, which require mimicking electronically. Whenever a user is permitted to spend an e-coin,
he is in need to ful ll above requirements of blind signature. In this paper a proxy blind signature scheme is given
with which a proxy is able to make proxy blind signature which veri er is able to verify in a way similar to proxy
signature schemes.1
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1 Introduction
D. Chaum [3]introduced the concept of a blind signature scheme in 1982. Using this scheme a user A can
obtain the signature of B on any given message, without revealing any in formation about the message
or its signature. Apart from unforgeability, the scheme ensures untracebility and unlinkability. A lot of
work has been done in eld of blind signature schemes since Chaum. [3, 2, 6, 1]
In production of coins, the user makes the bank blindly sign a coin using blind signature schemes. The
user is in possession of a valid coin such that the bank itself cannot recognize nor link with the user.
Whenever a user goes through a valid branch to withdraw a coin, he needs the branch to make proxy
blind signature on behalf of the signee bank. This application leads to the need of proxy blind signature
schemes.
In 1996 Mambo et al [4] introduced the concept of proxy signature. In this scheme an original signer
delegates his signing authority to another (proxy ) signer in such a way that the proxy signer can sign
any message on behalf of the original signer and the veri er can verify and distinguish between normal
(original) signature and proxy signature. He also elaborated the two types of scheme: proxy unprotected
(proxy and original signer both can generate a valid proxy signature) and proxy protected (only proxy
can generate a valid proxy signature). These schemes ensures among other things, non-repudiation and
unforgeability.
Recently Tan et al. [6] introduced a proxy blind signature scheme, which ensures security properties of
the schemes, viz., the blind signature schemes and the proxy signature schemes. The scheme is based on
Schnorr blind signature scheme. In this paper we introduce a new proxy blind signature scheme, which
is based on Mambo et al., Our scheme is computationally more ecient than that of Tan et al. We also
discuss a few attacks on the Tan et al scheme and show that these can be overcome using our proposed
scheme.

2 The Scheme
In the proposed scheme the system parameters and some notations are
p : a large prime number
q : a large prime factor of (p 1)
g : an element of Zp of order q
xA : the secret key of the original signer A
yA : the public key of the original signer A, where yA = gxA mod p
h(:): a secure one way hash function

2.1

Proxy unprotected case our protocol runs as follows

2.1.1 Proxy phase

1. (Proxy Generation) The original signer A randomly chooses k 2 Zq ; k 6= 1 and computes

r = gk mod p;
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(1)

s = xA + k  r mod q;

and

(2)

yp = gs mod p
(3)
2. (Proxy Delivery) The original signer sends (s; r) to a proxy signer B in a secure way and makes yp
public.

3. (Proxy Veri cation)After receiving the secret key (s; r) the proxy signer B checks the validity of
the secret key with the following congruence

yp = gs = yA  rr mod p

(4)

If (s, r) satis es this congruence, he accepts it as a valid proxy, otherwise rejects it. In the later
case he either requests for another key, or simply stops the protocol.
2.1.2 Signing phase

1. B chooses a random number K 2 Zq ; K 6= 1, computes R = g K mod p and sends it to the receiver
C.

2 Zq and computes
r = R  g  yp mod p
If r = 0, he chooses another set of ; 2 Zq and ; otherwise computes

2. (a)C chooses randomly ;

0

(5)

0

e = h(r ; m) mod q

(6)

e = e + mod q

(7)

0

0

0

and C sends e to B.
3. After receiving e, B computes

s  e mod q

s =K
0

and sends it to C.
4. Now C computes

Sp = s + mod q
0

(8)

(9)

The tuple (m; Sp ; e )is the proxy blind signature.
0

2.1.3 Veri cation Phase

The veri er or recipient of the proxy blind signature computes

e = h(gSp  ype mod p)  m) mod p
00

0

(10)

where yp is the public value of step 1 in (2.1.2) Here e = e , if and only if the tuple (m; Sp ; e) is a valid
proxy signature.
00
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0

Table 1: Comparison of computational load of our scheme vs. Tan et al.
Phase
Scheme
Proxy
Signature
Signature
Total
Generation
Generation
Veri cation
Tan et al
3E+2M
8E + 7M + 4I 3E + 3M + I 14E + 12M + 5I
Proposed 4E + 2M 3E + 3M + 2I
2E + M
9E + 6M + 2I
Scheme
2.2

Proxy protected

If we want only proxy signer to generate a valid proxy signature, we modify the proxy phase (2.1.2) of
the previous protocol as follows:
2.2.1 Proxy phase

1. (Proxy Generation) The original signer A randomly chooses k 2 Zq ; k 6= 1 and computes r = g k
B
mod p,  = xA + k  r mod q, and yp = g y mod p, where yB = g xB mod p, is the public key of B.
2. (Proxy Delivery) The original signer sends (; r) to a proxy signer B in a secure way and makes yp
public.
3. (Proxy veri cation and key alteration) After con rming the validity of the pair (; r) B alters the
proxy key as s =  + xB mod q

2.2.2 The Signing Phase and The Veri cation Phase

: Same as in the proxy unprotected case.

3 Eciency
In this section we show the eciency of our scheme over that of Tan et al. Let E; M and I respectively
denote the computational load for exponentiation, multiplication and inversion. Then following table
shows the comparison of computational load of our scheme vs. Tan et al.
Each phase in our scheme has less computational load except in proxy generation phase, where it is one
exponential computation more than tan et al. This computational load may be adjusted with compromise
that some computational load in veri cation phase increases. In some applications digital information is
signed once but veri ed more than once. In such situation the eciency of our scheme increases with the
number of times veri cation is done. Further the total computation cost in our scheme is 9E + 6M + 2I
as compared to Tan et al which is 14E + 12M + 5I . Thus, our scheme has computational advantage over
that of Tan et al.
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4 Security Analysis
1. In signature veri cation phase we use di erent congruence to check the validity of the original
signatures and the proxy signatures. So the original signature is distinguishable from the proxy
signature.
2. To put a valid proxy signature s (in case proxy protected xB too) is required. It is impossible to
create a valid signature with out knowing xB or s or both. Thus proxy signature cannot be forged.
Furthermore, though original signer creates s, also have no knowledge about xB in case of proxy
protected. Thus the proxy signer cannot deny the proxy signature that he has created.
3. The public key yp is computed from the original signer's public key yA . thus the original signer
cannot deny his agreement. Proxy signer's public key is also involved in the public key (in case
proxy protected). Therefore the proxy signer can be identi ed from the signature.
Some security attacks that work in Tan's scheme, have also been removed in our scheme. These attacks
are as follows:{
The veri cation equation in Tan et al's scheme is

e = h(gS  yB e  yAe  u k m) mod q

(11)

u = (r  yAr ) e+b  yF e mod q

(12)

which ensure the participation of both the signers A and B and hence the tuple (m; u; s; e) [6, Section
3.4] is a valid proxy blind signature by B on behalf of A. Here involvement of both signers public key is
the only way to recognize that it is a proxy blind signature of signer B for A. Here a forgery by R may
be possible in Tan et al scheme.
- The receiver R may prove that (m; u; s; e) is a valid proxy blind signature of some other signer F
although F might have not given his signing authority to any one. It may happen as follows When
the receiver R interacts with 'B'. he computes
0

instead of

u = (r  yAr ) e+b  yA e mod q

(13)
No other equation would be a ected by this forgery. Now the receiver may prove that the tuple
(m; u; s; e) is a valid proxy blind signature of signer F by the similar veri cation equation as (11)

e = h(gS  yB e  yFe  u k m) mod q

(14)

which ensure the participation of the signer F in that blind signature.
- In Second case, the receiver may prove that a signer D had produced a valid proxy blind signature
on behalf of A during veri cation. For this he computes

u = (r  yAr ) e+b  yA e  yB e  yD mod q
0

(15)

instead of eq (13) and thus veri cation equation eq (11) changes as

e = h(gS  yDe  yAe  u k m) mod q

(16)

which ensure that tuple (m, u, s, e) is a valid proxy blind signature by the signer D on behalf of
signer A, although A never delegated his proxy key to D.
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To overcome these forgeries either freeness of the u should be restricted or it should be removed from
the computation altogether. In our equation u does not appear and hence our scheme is secure for these
types of forgeries.

5 Conclusion
In this paper we propose a proxy blind signature scheme with which a proxy user is able to make proxy
blind signature and veri er may verify it very similar to proxy signature schemes. Our scheme is based
on Mambo et al's protocols. Its computational load is less than that of a recent scheme by Tan et al. In
this paper, we also had discussed some possible attacks on Tan's scheme and which our proposed scheme
is free from.

6 Further Remarks
Recently Sun and Hsieh [5] showed that our above said scheme has some security aws. According to
their view
6.1

On the Unlikability

For the proxy signer, in order to identify the relationship between the revealed messages and the blind
information, the proxy signer records all messages he owned, such as R; e; s0 . After a signature (m; s; e0 )
is revealed the proxy signer computes 0 = s0 s; 0 = e e0 and r0 = g s ype mod p for some s0 2< s0 >
and e 2< e >. Finally, the proxy signer checks the equation r0 = Rg yp mod p for some t 2< t >.
If he nd a corresponding t such that r0 = Rg yp mod p, therefore, the proxy signer knows that
(t; e; s) is the related blind information corresponding to the revealed message m. Thus our scheme does
not posses the unlinkability. But we are not agree on this point as whatever message tuple intruder has
recorded, the veri cation equation holds for all.
0

0

0

6.2

0

0

On the Publishing

In general, in order to verify a proxy signature, the proxy public key is obtained by computing, while
not retrieving from the public keys from the original signers. The computed proxy public key has the
meaning of con rming the relationship between a original signer and a proxy signer. According to Sun
and Hsieh in our scheme such publishing enables an adversary who obtained the proxy public key to
republish it again. Finally, the adversary claims that he is the original signer. Therefore, the publishing
of proxy public key su ers from the security aw that the original signer is unable to be authenticated
exactly.
6.2.1 Our View

The observation of the above section is partially correct and may be revised. Whenever an adversary
republishes the proxy public key yp , Proxy delegation protocol returns veri cation failure and hence that
change is caught. Another chance is that the proxy signer may help to adversary. This is only if proxy
signer is agree to change the proxy secret key, which shows that nal proxy signature is not on behalf
10

of original signer and may be denied easily be the real original signer. Also, we showed in section 3,
that proxy signature veri cation may be done with original signer's public key yo with compromise of 1
multiplication and 1 exponential cost.
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